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American Pie (1999) 

At the start of the film, who is the only one who has already lost his virginity? Steve Stifler 
Four of the boys make a pact to lose their virginities before their...what? Graduation 
What is the name of the exchange student who asks to study history with Jim? Nadia 
Who goes home every day to use his home toilet? Paul Finch 
Who puts a laxative in Finch's mochaccino? Steve Stifler 
What is Chuck's self-appointed nickname? The Sherminator 
Who is the most sophisticated of the nerdy friends? Paul Finch 
Which popular actor plays the role of Jim's dad? Eugene Levy 
What does Oz tell Jim ‘Third Base' feels like? Warm Apple Pie 
Who catches Jim practicing having sex with an apple pie? His dad 
What object does Jim dance with in front of Nadia? Chair 
Fill the missing words from this famous quote 'Oh, and this one time, at ____, I stuck a ___ in my ___'? Bandcamp, Flute, Pussy 
Who offers Jim pornography and awkward sexual advice? His father 
Who claimed that he lost his virginity at a party hosted by Stifler? Sherman 
Kevin is forced to repair his relationship with Vicky before their senior prom after she accuses him of 
what?  

Only wanting her for sex 

Kevin's older brother tells him about a hidden book that has been compiled by students giving sex 
tips. Where is the hidden book hidden? 

In the library 

What group does Oz join to find a girlfriend to teach him about sensitivity? The School Choir 
What does Oz tell Jim THIRD BASE feels like? Warm Apple Pie 
Who catches Jim in the act of having sex with a freshly baked pie in his kitchen? His father 
Why does Stifler persuade Jim to setup a webcam in his room? So they can watch Nadia changing 

clothes 
What does Nadia do after discovering Jim's collection of pornography? Masturbate 
When Jim fails to cover his webcam when joining Nadia, what does everyone on the webcam list 
witness Jim experiencing, twice, making him the laughing-stock of the school? 

Premature ejaculation 

What happens to Nadia following the leak of the webcam footage? Her sponsors send her back home 
After losing his Prom Date, who does Jim ask to be his date believing she is unaware of the webcam 
incident? 

Michelle 
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How much does Finch pay Vicky's friend, Jessica to spread a rumour of his sexual prowess, hoping that 
it will increase his chances of success? 

$200 

After Stifler is turned down by a girl who wants Finch to ask her to the prom, what does Stifler do to 
Finch in retaliation? 

Spikes his mochaccino with a laxative 

Oz makes the decision to leave his lacrosse championship game to join Heather to reconcile, what do 
they perform? 

A duet 

At prom, Sherman's virginity conquest is revealed to be a lie. What does Sherman do in front of 
everyone in attendance? 

Urinates in his pants 

After Kevin and Vicky have sex in an upstairs bedroom at Stiflers post-prom party, Kevin declares his 
love for Vicky. What does Vicky do? 

Breaks up with him 

Oz confesses the friend’s pact to lose their virginity by graduation to Heather, what do they share 
after Oz renounces the pact? 

A romantic night by the lake 

Jim learns that Michelle accepted his prom invite because of what? She saw the Nadia Web Cam incident 
Finch meets and propositions Stifler's mother. Where do they have sex? On the pool table 
Who walks in on Stifler's mother and Finch having sex and faints? Stifler 
At the restaurant the morning after the prom, the group discuss their successful pledge, who does not 
divulge anything to his friends? 

Oz 

What do the friends toast to at the restaurant? The next step 
Oblivious to his father walking in on him, who is Jim seen stripping for on webcam? Nadia 

 

American Pie 2 (2001) 

Home for the summer after college, the friends attend Stifler's party until who shuts it down? The Police 
Inspired by his brother, what does Kevin rent to close out the summer break? A Lake Michigan Beach House 
What job do the friends get for them to afford the rent of the Beach House? Painting Houses 
Who does Jim receive a call from to inform him that she plans to visit him? Nadia 
To gain sexual experience, who does Jim seek out, who agrees to help him after he is mistaken for a 
mentally disabled trombone player? 

Michelle 

At a small party, Kevin and his ex-girlfriend Vicky awkwardly lie to one another about what? The number of sexual partners they have 
had at college 
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Which country is Heather studying in when Oz attempts to have phone sex with her, before they are 
interrupted by Stifler? 

Spain 

Stifler breaks into a house they have been painting to prove what? To find proof the two female occupants 
are lesbians 

After Stifler exposes his genitals, what do the two female occupants of a house the group are painting, 
who Stifler believes are lesbian, request watching the boys give each other, causing Jim and Finch to 
leave in disgust? 

Handjobs 

When Jim visits Michelle again to obtain sexual tip, who are they nearly caught by? A camp director 
What does Jim accidentally use instead of lubricant, leaving his penis unusable for a short period of 
time? 

Super Glue 

What new Art has Finch become involved with to use with Stifler’s mum? Tantra 
When he believes Stiflers Mum has turned up, who is Finch disappointed to learn who has arrived 
instead?  

Stifler's younger brother 

Nadia unexpectedly arrives early, why is Jim upset about this? His penis has not fully healed 
Whilst pretending to be in a relationship with Jim, what does Michelle realise? She has fallen in love with him 
As the party begins, who does Jim realise he is in love with? Michelle 
What is Michelle doing when Jim interrupts her to bring her back to the party? Her concert performance 
Due to his geeky persona, who is seduced by Nadia? Sherman 
Why is Kevin disappointed with the guest Vicky has brought to the party with her? He's her date 
Oz is happy when her unexpectedly arrives early to the party? Heather 
Who admits to Jim, Oz, and Finch that he is struggling to move on after high school? Kevin 
Who does Kevin apologise to when he returns to the party with Jim, Oz and Finch? Vicky 
The two females Stifler believed where lesbians arrive at the party and do what to Stifler? Have a threesome with him 
As the group prepare to leave, a car pulls up that Finch gets into. Who is in the car? Stifler's mum 

 

American Wedding (2003) 

Jim and Michelle are at a restaurant celebrating their college graduation. Jim plans to propose to 
Michelle but receives a phone call from his dad who informs him he has forgotten what? 

The engagement ring 

Noah Levenstein arrives at the restaurant and starts talking to Jim about the proposal which causes 
Michelle to bump her head. What was Michelle doing under the table? 

Giving Jim Fellatio 
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What is Stifler's role at East Great Falls High? Assistant Football Coach 
Who does Jim wish to exclude from his wedding because of his obnoxious behaviour? Steve Stifler 
What does Stifler agree to teach Jim if he allows him at the wedding? How to dance 
Which city does Jim, Steve Stifler, Paul Finch and Kevin Myers travel to, to find the designer (Leslie 
Sommers) who makes the wedding dress Michelle wants?  

Chicago 

What is the name of Michelle's younger sister who flies in for the wedding? Cadence 
Which two characters are attracted to Michelle's younger sister with both of them trying to win her 
over? 

Finch and Stifler 

Stifler did not tell Jim about his bachelor party who, unknowingly invited Michelle's parents to 
dinner at his home. Who does Michelle's mother find in a closet, blindfolded, stripped to his boxers 
and tied to a chair? 

Kevin 

Who poses as a butler at Jim's bachelor party? Bear 
Does Jim eventually succeed in getting Michelle's parents blessing to marry their daughter? Yes 
Why does Jim's paternal grandmother disapprove of the wedding? Michelle is not Jewish 
What does Stifler accidentally feed to the dog? The Wedding Ring 
The night before the wedding, Stifler inadvertently turns off the walk-in refrigerator while getting a 
bottle of champagne to seduce Cadence, what happens as a result of this? 

He kills all the wedding flowers 

Feeling guilty for his thoughtless behaviour, Stifler convinces the florist to put together a new batch 
of flowers. Who does he enlist the help of to setup the room with new flowers? 

His football players and Bear 

As a gesture of remorse for his bad behaviour, what does Stifler give to Cadence? A rose 
When Cadence chooses Stifler, Finch admits that Stifler was probably better for her anyway, leaving 
Stifler angry with his noble remark. Finch quickly reminds Stifler that he 'did ___ your ___. Twice'?  

Fuck, Mum 

Where does Cadence agree to have sex with Stifler before the ceremony? Supply closet 
Stifler's presence is delayed to his meeting with Cadence because Jim has called a brief meeting with 
his groomsmen, why has Jim called the meeting? 

To recognise how grateful he is to have 
friends like them 

While waiting for Stifler to join her, Cadence is interrupted by wedding preparations and moves out 
of the closet. Who is shoved into the closet by the ushers unbeknownst to Stifler, who joins her and 
has sex with her? 

Jim's disgruntled grandmother 

What is the collective nickname of the ushers (Justin and John) from high school? The MILF guys 
Stifler realises he is not having sex with Cadence when WHO walks in on him? Finch and Kevin 
Who arrives at the wedding reception and invites Finch to join her at her hotel suite? Stifler's Mum 
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Who is seen at the end of the film spying on Stifler's Mum and Finch having sex in the hot tub? The Milf Guys (Justin and John) 
 

American Reunion (2012) 

How many years has it been since Jim, Oz, Kevin, Finch and Stifler graduated high school? 13 years 
What is the name of Jim and Michelle's two-year-old son? Evan 
Which character has supposedly gone missing at the beginning of the film? Finch 
Noah is now a widower following the death of Jim's mother how many years ago? 3 years 
Who is organising the CLASS OF 1999 high school reunion in East Great Falls? John Cho (one half of the MILF duo) 
What is the name of Jim's old neighbour, who he used to babysit, and is soon to turn 18? Kara 
Who does Oz meet on the beach, who is dating a heart surgeon named Ron? His High School Girlfriend, Heather (Mena 

Suvari) 
After the guys have an altercation with Kara's boyfriend AJ and his friends, what does Stifler end up 
doing? 

Defecates in their beer cooler and 
destroys their jet skis 

Who tries to seduce Jim when he is forced to drive them home for being intoxicated? Kara 
A hungover Kevin wakes up in a bed next to WHO naked and assumes they have had sex? Vicky (Tara Reid) 
Which two characters become close while chatting about their sons and getting high? Noah and Stifler's mother, Jeanine 
Who do the police arrest for stealing a motorcycle? Finch 
Which company is Finch an assistant manager for? Staples 
Who is left hurt and depressed when told by the rest of the group that always finds away to mess 
things up? 

Stifler 

What was the reason Finch gave for stealing his boss' motorcycle Not getting the raise he was promised 
At the reunion, whose wish in the senior wishlist read HOPES TO KEEP THE PARTY GOING WITH HIS 
BOYS? 

Stifler 

Who has sex on the football field with Stifler? Finch's mother, Rachel 
Who is John reunited with as Stifler is having sex on the football field? His MILF buddy, Justin 
What is the name of the cafe that the friends gather at called? Dog Years 
Which two characters apologise to each other for their behaviour when they encounter each other at 
the cafe? 

Jim and Kara 

Which character plans to stay in town with Heather? Oz 
Finch plans a trip with Selena to which continent? Europe 
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How often do the group agree to gather to catch up? Once a year 
In a post credit scene which two characters are seen at a movie, with one character performing 
fellatio on the other? 

Noah and Jeanine 

 

American Pie Presents: Band Camp (2005) 

WHOSE younger brother does the film focus on? Steve Stiffler (Matt) 
What is the TAGLINE for the direct-to-video Band Camp? This one time at band camp... 
Matt is eager to enter the family business and must prove that he is up to it. WHAT does the family 
business make? 

Porno films 

What prank does Stifler and his friends play on the band students during the seniors' graduation 
ceremony? 

Spray pepper spray on the mouthpieces of 
their instruments 

What happens when Matt tries to hide the pepper spray can in his front pocket? It leaks on to his genitals 
What MARCH are the band playing before becoming too irritated by the pepper spray to continue? Pomp and Circumstance 
During the commotion, one of the student's trips and pulls down the back curtain, which reveals Matt 
doing what, for the whole school to see? 

Washing his genitals in the drinking 
fountain 

When Elyse demands that Stifler be punished for ruining their performance. What does the school's 
guidance councillor Chuck Sherman (The Sherminator) decide is a worthwhile punishment? 

Make him attend band camp 

Chuck believes his punishment is worthwhile because he hopes it will help Matt to do what? Make friends with the 'bandies' and not 
follow in his brothers footsteps 

Noah Levenstein is filling in for Michelle, as she is now pregnant, as the camps WHAT? MACRO (Morale And Conflict Resolution 
Officer) 

What does Noah recommend Matt does to earn the bands trust? Try to fit in 
Matt does not want to take Noah's advice, however, changes his mind following a phone call with his 
friend Andy, who says earning their trust will get him better WHAT? 

Footage for his video 

What does Matt's dorky roommate Ernie have an extensive knowledge about? Spy Camera's and Technology 
When Matt gets into a big confrontation with the rival bands, band leader, Brandon, what challenge 
does he accept, having no idea what the challenge is? 

A duel 

During the duel, Brandon plays the snare drum. What does Matt play? The triangle 
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In the second round of the duel, Brandon is the heavy favourite and Matt walks away humiliated. As 
Brandon is about to be declared the official winner, Matt comes back playing WHAT instrument to 
the tune of PLAY THAT FUNKY MUSIC? 

The Bagpipes 

WHO is revealed to have been a friend of Matt's in 8th grade, but had a falling out after Matt 
started to act like his older brother? 

Elyse 

Matt comes to realise that following in WHOSE footsteps is not a good idea, and deletes all the videos 
that he recorded at band camp? 

His brother's, Steve 

Matt enlists the help of the band to help Elyse get WHAT back, something that Stifler accidentally 
made her lose in the final days of band camp? 

Scholarship to the Robards Conservatory 

Matt forged a scholarship letter on his computer that he sent to WHOSE house? Elyse's House 
When Elyse was dropped off at Robards Conservatory she was told WHAT about the letter she gave to 
the lady at the front desk?  

The letter is fake 

Matt arrives at Robards Conservatory playing his bagpipes, and after Elyse expresses her anger with 
him, the rest of the band is revealed and start playing what? 

A song that Elyse wrote 

When Dr. Choi and her assistant come out to see what the noise is about she mistakenly believes that 
the entire event has been orchestrated by Elyse and is sufficiently impressed to give her WHAT? 

The scholarship 

When Elyse thanks Matt and hugs him, Matt gives back her piccolo. What did Matt originally believe 
the piccolo to be? 

A Dildo 

 

American Pie Presents: The Naked Mile (2006) 

Erik Stifler has a difficult time living up to his family name, what relation is Erik to Steve and Matt 
Stifler? 

Cousin 

Erik is the only Stifler about to graduate high school as a WHAT? Virgin 
As the film opens, Erik feigns illness so that he can stay home and DO WHAT? Masturbate 
Erik's parents and grandmother unexpectedly walk into the door and are hit with Erik's semen, which 
causes his grandmother to WHAT? 

Die of a heart attack 

What is Erik's father's reaction to catching Erik masturbating? He should be out having sex instead of 
masturbating 

How long had Erik been dating his girlfriend Tracy, who is not yet ready for sex? Two years 
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Erik's friends Cooze and Ryan plan a road trip to visit Erik's cousin Dwight Stifler in Michigan during 
an event known as the WHAT? 

The Naked Mile 

What does Tracy 'give' Erik for his road trip to Michigan in the hopes it quenches his lust for sex 
seeing she is not yet ready?  

Guilt Free Weekend Pass 

What contest is Dwight crowned CAMPUS CHAMPION at? Drinking contest 
What is unique about the rough game of football Dwight and his friends lose against a bitter rival 
fraternity?  

The team is almost entirely midgets 

What happens to Dwight when he is attacked by the midget fraternity? Ends up in hospital 
Erik meets a college girl that has a fetish for what? Virgin boys 
While reporting on the Naked Mile, a news crew captures Eric kissing a college girl which is seen by 
Tracy back home. What do Tracy's friends convince her to do before Eric gets back? 

Lose her virginity 

Tracy is upset and feels guilty that she allowed Erik WHAT for the weekend's road trip? Guilt free weekend pass 
Erik realises that he loves Tracy and rushes back home, but when he gets to her house, her father tells 
him that she has gone where? 

To a party 

Erik rushes to the party and discovers that Tracy has headed upstairs with an ex-boyfriend. Erik 
knocks on the door but why does Tracy not answer? 

The room is empty 

What happens when Eric catches up with Tracy later that night after they decide they should be 
each other's first? 

They have sex 

Why does Eric drive back to the college, the morning after his evening with Tracy? To pick up his friends 
During the post-Naked Mile party, Dwight spends time with Vicky, who is the girlfriend of WHO? Rock (Leader of the midget fraternity) 
Dwight has sex with Vicky in revenge for WHAT? Being hospitalised by the midget 

fraternity 
What is on the DVD Dwight sent to Rock? Dwight and Vicky having sex 
What does the note say on the DVD Dwight sent to Rock? Payback's a Bitch 
What does Rock shout out after playing the DVD Dwight sent to him? STIFLER! 
During the credits, various postcards are shown of Dwight and Vicky's WHAT? Many journeys around the world 

 

American Pie Presents: Beta House (2007) 

Soon after they arrive at campus, why does Erik feel let down with the rooming arrangements? He and Cooze not sharing 
Erik is no longer with his girlfriend Tracy, who has Tracy left Erik for? Her ex-boyfriend, Trent 
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Things are going well for Eric when he meets a girl named Ashley in the coed bathrooms, what causes 
this brief interaction to be cut short? 

Erik urinated on his pants 

What is the name of Erik's roommate? Bobby 
What is Erik's roommate doing when he first meets him? Having sex with his girlfriend 
What is Bobby cooking while he has sex with his girlfriend? Bratwurst sausages 
Margie starts to choke whilst having sex with Bobby so, Erik gets behind her to perform the Heimlich 
maneuver. Who walks into the room when it looks like they may be having a threesome? 

Erik's dad Harry and Cooze 

What 'live' animal do Erik and the boys have to leave in the GEEK fraternity house as part of their 
fraternity trials? 

Ostrich 

As part of their Fraternity trials WHO does Erik and the boys have to get their arses signed by? A stripper 
What is the boys final Fraternity trial task? To steal something from the GEEK 

Fraternity house 
What is the name of the GEEKs president?  Edgar 
What is the name of BETAs president? Wesley 
What type of contest does Edgar challenge the BETAs to? Greek Olympiad 
WHAT is the agreed consequence for the losing team of the Greek Olympiad? Give up their charter and be evicted from 

their house 
Due to an altercation between Edgar and a sheep, it is revealed that WHOSE entire fraternity was 
kicked off campus? 

Rock's 

WHAT fetish of Edgar's do the BETAs use against him to win the Greek Olympiad? His fetish for sheep 
WHO is the officiate of the Greek Olympiad? Mr Levenstein 
WHAT basic tool is the 'golden' trophy for the winners of the Greek Olympiad? A golden hammer 
WHO shouts, 'BETAs for life!' when accepting the winning trophy for the Greek Olympiad? Dwight 
WHAT type of party do the BETAs host when they moved into their new mansion, courtesy of the 
GEEKS? 

Toga party 

All suspicions of WHO being a man are dropped when Cooze finally sleeps with her at the party? Denise 
Because he has the habit of getting belligerently drunk and not remembering anything the day 
after, Wesley has earned himself WHAT nickname? 

The Blackout Menace 

When he wakes up following a party, Wesley hears the toilet flush and is then confronted with WHO, 
formerly of the GEEK house? 

The female bodybuilder 

In a post credits scene, Edgar instructs a stripper at the Silver Dollar to dance with WHAT? The headpiece of the sheep costume 
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American Pie Presents: The Book of Love (2009) 

How many years after the events of American Pie does the Book of Love story take place? 11 years 
We are introduced to 3 new hapless virgins, what are the names of these new protagonists? Rob, Nathan and Lube 
What was Rob attempting to masturbate with, which his dog, Frizzie tries to eat? Peanut Butter Sandwich 
Who takes a video of Rob masturbating and uploads it to the internet? His younger brother, Cody 
Nathan reveals that his girlfriend, has pledged to abstain from sex until marriage even though she 
has already slept with six other people. What is her name? 

Dana 

Who tells Rob if he doesn't make a move on Heidi, he will? Scott Stifler 
What does Rob accidentally set fire to when he drops a lit candle in a bin? The School Library 
When Rob and Heidi are cleaning the library, Rob finds a secret compartment containing what? 'The Bible' (or The Book of Love) 
The Book of Love has been compiled over 40-years by the students who found it and is regarded as 
legendary. What type of book is it? 

A sex manual  

What has caused the Book of Love to be damaged? Water from the sprinklers 
In the local mall, at the Lingerie store, Ashley makes Rob steal a bra for her but he is caught. How 
does Rob pay for the bra? 

His mother's credit card 

Nathan goes to Dana's church service to talk to her, but accidentally does what when he has an 
explicit and highly personal conversation with her? 

Broadcast's it to the entire congregation 
on the church's PA system 

What does Rob say to his mother when she tries to talk to him about buying underwear, a 
conversation his brother again films and posts on the internet for the whole school to see? 

He likes wearing womens' underwear 

Lube discovers a page in The Bible which tells of a brothel in Canada and a prostitute, Monique, who 
is very experienced. The entry was written in 1975, but Lube misreads the date as what? 

1995 

The boys visit Monique at the Canadian brothel, what happens to Monique while performing oral sex 
on Rob? 

She dies 

After finding Heidi in bed with Stifler, who declares 'only assholes get laid!'? Rob 
A drunk Rob is asked by a random girl to have sex with her from behind, but he hallucinates Heidi 
and then does what to the random girl? 

Throws up on her back 

In an attempt to restore The Bible, Rob and his friends resolve to find all the people who originally 
wrote it in order to recreate it, starting with the original creator. Who created the book? 

Noah Levenstein 

Rob and his friends go on a school ski trip. In a log cabin what are a few students playing? Strip Poker 
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What two things does Katie challenge Stifler to do if she wins at poker? Apologise to her and run naked in the 
snow 

Who wins the game of poker; Katie or Stifler? Katie 
What type of lifts do the students get trapped in when Nathan and Dana accidentally cut the power 
in the control room while having sex? 

Gondola Ski Lifts 

Rob, Nathan and Lube return the newly restored Bible to where Rob found it, after who has added 
his signature to it? 

Rob 

As a finale, Rob's brother, Cody, enters his bedroom to find an online video of him doing what... and 
to his horror it has been viewed almost 10 million times, with Rob wrapping up the video with the 
words 'Gotchaaaaa, ha ha'? 

Cody putting a vacuum cleaner on his 
penis 

 

American Pie Presents: Girls’ Rules (2020) 

In their senior year, four young friends band together to get what they want. What are their names? Annie, Kayla, Michelle and Stephanie 
Fill out the gaps: Annie is trying to lose her ___ to her ___ Virginity / Boyfriend 
Fill out the gaps: Stephanie is a confident ___ player who is ___ her school’s ___ principal into ___ by 
recording him being chained up and ___ by her 

Lacrosse / Blackmailing / Perverted / 
Retiring / Whipped 

Fill out the gaps: Kayla is ___ about her ___ Tim cheating and constantly goes through his ___ asking 
if she is the best ___ he has ever had 

Insecure / Boyfriend / Phone / Girlfriend 

Fill out the gaps: Michelle is a Sex Toy ___ who prides herself on her ___ Expert / Knowledge 
What does Michelle do when she is distracted by the new guy in school, Grant, as she is rushing to 
class? 

Runs into a door 

Grant witnesses WHO breaking up with Kayla, and offers his help in making her ex jealous? Tim 
Stephanie knocks Grant to the ground when she first meets him, what is she playing at the time? Lacrosse 
Who does Michelle take to the sex shop to buy her first toy? Annie 
What does Annie buy from the sex shop? A vibrating set of panties 
Which two friends end up liking Grant and employ ways to win his affection? Michelle and Stephanie 
Michelle, playing the damsel in distress trips and falls into a locker in front of Grant, who takes her 
to the nurse and Oliver. Who is Oliver? 

The principles assistant 

What does Stephanie give to Grant's friend Emmett asking for his help? $100 
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Who does Grant run into and teams up with to study in the library, who both slowly start falling for 
each other? 

Annie 

After spending more and more time with him to help her win Grant over, who does Stephanie fall for? Emmett 
Which character hosts the house party that the girls realise they all know and have crushes on 
Grant? 

Ellen 

After Annie kisses Grant, she feels guilty and goes to see her boyfriend Jason at college but catches 
him in the middle of what? 

Getting a blowjob from a girl 

Ellen helps Michelle realize that Oliver is the perfect guy for her as he also has a love of WHO, and 
when doing an imitation of his speech she realizes she likes him? 

John F. Kennedy 

Realising that Grant likes Annie, what do the girls call off? The pact 
Emmett defends Stephanie when she is called WHAT at a party causing a fight to break out? A slut 
What happens to the assailant that called Stephanie at the party? Stephanie punches him and throws him 

out 
Grant feels used and leaves when WHO shows up and describes the girl’s pact inaccurately? Jason 
What is the theme of the prom the girls go to together? A pajama prom 
What do the friends set up on the football field so Annie can finally lose her virginity? A tent 

 


